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Abstract Covalently immobilized rat anti-human immunoglobulin (IgG) monolayers on

thiol-modified gold substrates and human IgG linked with the tips were fabricated using

the self-assembled monolayer method, and interactions between these systems were studied

by friction force microscopy (FFM). In addition to observation of distinct nanostructures of

protein monolayers due to recognition events, FFM also quantified the friction force due to

protein–protein-specific interactions. The average friction force due to interactions between

the antigen functionalized tip and the antibody monolayer was determined as 200–250 pN,

significantly greater than that between either the bare tip and the antibody monolayer (0–

50 pN), or the blocked antigen tip and the antibody monolayer (50–100 pN), indicative of

antigen/antibody-specific interactions. These results, taken together, suggest that FFM is

not only capable of tracking recognition events, but also quantifying the friction force due

to specific interactions between biological molecules, such as antigen and antibody.

Keywords Human IgG · Rat anti-human IgG · Self-assembled monolayer ·
Friction force microscopy

1 Introduction

Many biological functions are known to be regulated or mediated by antibody-based

protein–protein interactions (PPIs) [1–3], and thus probing and characterizing these inter-

actions has become increasingly important in the development of novel drugs and medical

diagnostics [4–7]. So far, a number of methods have been developed for investigating PPIs,

including surface force apparatus [8], surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [9], and atomic
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force microscopy (AFM) [10]. Among these methods, AFM has emerged as the most widely

used one because of its high spatial resolution, high force sensitivity, and capability of

measuring in near physiological environment and without special sample preparation [11].

To measure PPIs in contact-mode AFM, the cantilever tip can be moved in a direction

either perpendicular or parallel to the surface of the stationary substrate as illustrated

in Fig. 1a. When pulling the tip perpendicularly away from the substrate, the protein

interactions between the tip and the substrate exert a rupture force that causes a vertical

deflection of the cantilever until the protein binding ruptures, which can be measured and

converted into the magnitude of the rupture force (Fig. 1a upper panel). In contrast, when

moving the tip across the substrate for a lateral unbinding, the protein interactions between

the tip and the substrate act like a friction force that causes a torsional bending of the

Fig. 1 Scheme of measurements

of rupture and friction forces

between antigen and antibody

(a). The top panel shows the

principle of rupture force

microscopy and an ideal rupture

force-distance curve, while the

bottom panel represents friction

force microscopy and an ideal

friction loop, and a typical

frictional loop recorded by FFM

(CSPM 5000) (b): at a given scan

line, the tip advances the surface

of the monolayer and retracts. As

the cycle is completed, a friction

loop is recorded accordingly. The

friction loop is circular closed

curve with symmetry, which

allows the voltage change �V to

be monitored. The �V can be

converted into friction forces,

thus reflecting the frictional

behavior of the measured

surfaces
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cantilever, which can then be measured and converted into the magnitude of the friction

force (Fig. 1a lower panel), an operation also known as the friction force microscopy (FFM)

[12].

Previous studies have shown that FFM could provide quantitative information of both

chemical composition and molecular pattern of a material’s surface [13], especially when

subtle variations occur [14], with good reproducibility [15]. However, as compared with

probing rupture forces [16, 17] or probing friction forces, FFM has been much less studied,

despite its potential as an alternative technique for elucidating biological systems [18, 19].

The motivation of this study was to evaluate whether, by analyzing the friction force

images and the friction responses from different experimental systems, FFM can be applied

to detect specific interactions between antigen and antibody. Human IgG and rat anti-human

IgG were used as a model biological system, and friction force images and friction forces

between different tips and samples were obtained by FFM using the tip and the substrate

without or with protein coating. The results suggest that FFM may provide a reliable tool

for probing specific interactions between biological molecules.

2 Materials and methods

To investigate PPIs through FFM, the protein molecules must be prepared onto the surface

of the substrate, and the AFM tip (a process known as functionalizing AFM tip or tip

chemistry). Thus, we used a thiol-based self-assembled monolayer (SAM) for protein

immobilization because of its effectiveness and simplicity [20, 21]. The details of sample

preparation, FFM imaging and friction force measurement are described as follows.

2.1 Gold-coated substrates

Gold-coated substrates were prepared by vapor deposition of gold onto freshly cleaved mica

in a high vacuum evaporator at ∼10
−7

Torr. Mica substrates were preheated to 325
◦
C for

2 h by a radiator heater before deposition. Evaporation rates were 0.1–0.3 nm/s, and the

final thickness of the gold films was ∼200 nm. A chromium layer was also vapor-deposited

and sandwiched between the gold and mica to strengthen the adhesion between the surfaces.

The gold-coated substrate was then annealed in H2 flame for 1 min before use.

2.2 SAM of thiols on gold surface

The preparation of the protein monolayer was performed as formerly reported [22], and

the process is described below. The bare gold-coated substrate prepared as above was

thoroughly cleaned in hot piranha solution (v/v H2SO4:H2O2 =3:1) for 30 min. The cleaning

process was carried out with extreme care because piranha solution is highly reactive and

may explode when in contact with organic solvents. The gold-coated substrate was then

immersed into the ethanol solution of 1 mM 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) for 24 h

to produce the thiol-based SAM on the gold surface, and unbound thiols were removed by

ultrasonication in pure ethanol for 2 min. The prepared SAM was then rinsed sequentially

with pure ethanol, ultra-pure water, and finally dried in a N2 stream before use.

2.3 Protein immobilization onto the MHA-modified gold substrate

Protein immobilization to SAM was carried out as described before with minor modi-

fication [23]. In brief, the thiol-based SAM was treated in the solution of 2 mg/ml
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N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS) and 2 mg/ml 1-ethyl-3-(dimethylaminopropyl) carbodi-

imide hydrochloride (EDC) in PBS for 1 h, which activated the carboxylic acid terminal

groups of the SAM. After thorough rinsing with ultra-pure water, and drying in a N2 stream,

the activated SAM was then immersed into the protein solution of 7 μg/ml rat anti-human

IgG in PBS and incubated at 4
◦
C for 8 h to immobilize the proteins onto the MHA film.

The prepared sample of the protein layer was stored in PBS at 4
◦
C before use.

2.4 Chemistry for FFM tip

The process of tip chemistry is very similar to that of protein immobilization. First, the tip

was cleaned in piranha solution for 30 min and washed with ultra-pure water, then modified

with 1 mM MHA through a self-assembly method. The SAM-modified tips were activated

by EDC and NHS in PBS buffer solution and then incubated in 10 μg/ml human IgG PBS

solution at 4
◦
C for 6 h. Finally, the specimens were stored in PBS solution at 4

◦
C. Notably,

if not specified, the tips used in this study were bare tips without modification.

2.5 FFM imaging

All images were acquired using Benyuan CSPM 5000 scanning probe microscope (Benyuan

Co., China) equipped with a 26-μm E scanner. Commercially available gold-coated Si3N4

cantilever tips (BudgetSensors®, Innovative Solutions Bulgaria Ltd., Bulgaria) were used.

All FFM images were taken in PBS buffer solution with typical scanning rate of 2.0 Hz.

The scanning scopes were all set at 2 × 2 μm to better compare the friction force

images of different surfaces. The friction force images of the bare gold, and the antibody

monolayer treated without or with free antigen were recorded. Moreover, the antigen-

antibody recognition profiles of were obtained by using antigen-functionalized AFM tips

scanning over the antibody monolayer. All FFM images were uniformly set at 512 × 512

pixels. With regard to obtained images, difference in brightness arose from the differences

in interactions.

2.6 Specificity of the recognition events

Identification of recognition events only requires that any nonspecific interaction force

between human IgG and rat anti-human IgG be measured and excluded. This was done by

a blocking experiment performed as follows. First, the AFM tip functionalized with human

IgG was incubated for 30 min in a solution of rat anti-human IgG to block the binding sites

of the antigen on the tip. Then, the nonspecific interaction force was obtained by the same

imaging as described above, but performed using the blocked tip.

2.7 Measurements of friction force between antigen and antibody

In our FFM experiments, the friction force was calibrated by a previously reported

nondestructive and fast method. For details of the calibration, please refer to literature

[24, 25].

In the present study, rectangular cantilevers were used for force measurement as

suggested by Sader [26]. The rupture and friction force was measured, respectively, as [24]:

Fn = cnz (1)
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and

Ff = 3

2
ct

h
l

S�U (2)

where z is the vertical deflection of the cantilever, S is the sensitivity of the photodetector

in units of nanometers per volt. �U is the change in voltage, cn = Ewt3

4l3 and ct = Gwt3

3lh2 are

the normal and lateral spring constants of the rectangular shaped cantilever of length l,
width w, height h, Young’s modulus E, shear modulus G (72.5 GPa) [24], and t = β f0l2

with a material constant β = 7.23 × 10
−4

s/m determined by measuring the resonance

frequency f0 of the unloaded cantilever [24, 26, 27]. The normal and lateral cantilever spring

constants of the AFM tips were determined to be 0.05 ∼ 0.08 N/m and 14.86 ∼ 16.35 N/m,

respectively.

In friction force operation, the cantilever is usually tilted at an angle between 10–15
◦

with respect to the surface to ensure that the tip apex first contacts the substrate when the

tip approaches. Thus, a factor cos α has to be taken into account for the calibration process

[27]. In our FFM system, the tilt angle α was found to be 12
◦

and corrected correspondingly

in the friction force calculation.

FFM force measurements were all taken in PBS buffer solution using a Benyuan CSPM

5000 scanning probe microscope. Frictional loops were obtained for sliding velocity of

30 μm/s with applied loads of up to 2.5 nN, and the temperature was controlled at 25
◦
C.

Additionally, the force–displacement curves were obtained at each setpoint voltage for the

vertical deflection of the cantilever to determine the normal load applied to the sample, and

the calculation of Fn was thus carried out as previously performed [28].

2.8 Materials

MHA, EDC, and NHS were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Co. and used as

received. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 140 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, pH 7.4) and ethanol

(guaranteed grade) were purchased from Merck Co., and ultra-pure water (resistivity of

18.2 M� cm) was obtained by a Millipore purification system. Human IgG and rat anti-

human IgG were purchased from Biosun Co. (China).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Recognition events between antigen and antibody monitored by FFM

The friction force images of the bare gold, and the antibody monolayers treated without

or with free antigen are shown in Fig. 2a, b and c, respectively. All obtained surfaces

show good uniformity. More specifically, the bare gold shows flat and island-like structures

(Fig. 2a) with average size (diameter) of 33.85 ± 2.76 nm, whereas the antibody monolayer

shows spherical structures (Fig. 2b) with typical size of 54.16 ± 5.42 nm. However, after

treatment with free antigen, the surface of the antibody monolayer (Fig. 2c) shows rock-

like structures, and the size of the structures increases from 54.16 ± 5.42 to 96.77 ±
10.35 nm; the size of the observed particles is almost double that of the antibody molecule

itself, indicating that specific interactions existed and the antigen–antibody complexes were

formed. Furthermore, the recognition profiles of antigen–antibody recognition profiles were

recorded using antigen-functionalized tips as a substitute for bare tips (Fig. 2d). Comparing

to the antibody monolayer (Fig. 2b), the recognition profiles show significant surface
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Fig. 2 Friction force images of different surfaces recorded by FFM. They are the bare gold substrate (a),

the rat anti-human IgG monolayers treated without (b) or with free antigen (c), recognition profiles of

antigen–antibody by replacing the bare tips with antigen-functionalized tips (d), and the blocking experiment

by masking the binding sites of the antigen molecules which were immobilized onto the AFM tips (e),

respectively. All FFM imaging was performed in PBS buffer solution with a scanning size of 2 × 2 μm
2
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deformation and irregular structures. Such phenomena may be caused by the specific

interactions between antigen and antibody, which initiate the torsional bending of the tip and

affect the stretching of antibody molecules [19], finally giving rise to large unbinding forces.

These recognition profiles suggest that there are specific interactions between the antigen-

tethered tip and the antibody monolayer, and the unbinding forces lead to the deformation

of the antibody monolayer.

The blocking experiment was also conducted to test the specificity of interactions

between antigen and antibody by masking the antigen-binding sites. The plateau-like

surface of the blocking experiment was observed (Fig. 2e). This unique friction force

image is mainly caused by the large tip radii of the antibody/antigen complex modified

tip; when such modified tip scanned over the antibody monolayer, a broadening effect

would significantly be introduced, thus introducing an artifact [22, 29]. The real frictional

topography of the nanostructures would be obscured due to the existence of the tip

broadening effect, and the final observed structures would have much larger sizes than the

real sizes.

3.2 Friction force between antigen and antibody determined by FFM

When a relative slide occurs over two contact surfaces, all contact points will be destroyed

by shear mode. The clash between the protrusions of the two surfaces will result in rupture

and wear, thus preventing movement. The force needed for relative slide which must

overcome the shear force is the so-called friction force. There are several models related

describing contact mechanics; for example, in a macroscopic situation, Amontons’ law,

Ff = μFn + F0, (3)

applies, where μ is the kinetic friction coefficient, Fn is the applied normal force, and F0

is the “residual force”, which is related to the adhesion between contacting surfaces [30].

However, from a microscopic point of view, Ff and Fn are not expected to be linear for a

single asperity contact, several models can be applied in this case. These models include the

Hertzian model, the Derjaguin, Muller, and Toporov model [31], and the Johnson, Kendall,

and Roberts (JKR) model [32]. The JKR model incorporates the adhesive force between the

tip and the sample. It is applicable to soft materials that experience short-range interactions.

In this study, the relationship between Ff and Fn was investigated; the results are

shown in Fig. 3. A linear relationship (line 3, colored in green) between Ff and Fn was

observed, with a slope value calculated to be 74.33 ± 2.77 (R = 0.9013), in agreement

with Amontons’ law which states that Ff is directly proportional to Fn, with a constant of

proportionality (the so-called friction coefficient) [33]. However, a corner (Fn = 2.5 nN)

was observed which separates the data into two groups (lines 1 and 2 are linear fits, and are

colored in blue and red, respectively); the slope values of lines 1 and 2 were calculated to

be 95.97 ± 3.39 (R = 0.9356) and 19.91 ± 18.71 (R = 0.1474), respectively. Theoretically,

deviation from the anticipated linearity might come from multiple asperity contacts or

because of plastic deformation of the samples. Some researchers supported the latter notion

[34], whereas the others suggested the viscoelastic deformation of samples [35]. However,

the deformation of the monolayer, comprising comparatively soft protein molecules on

substrate, is significantly more complex from a theoretical perspective. In the present

case, this discrepancy may stem from the transition of protein conformation, in which the

antigen and antibody adjust themselves to the most optimal binding conformations. When

Fn was larger than 2.5 nN, the tip would squeeze the antibody monolayer, causing friction
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Fig. 3 Plot of applied normal force versus friction force for the human IgG modified tip/rat anti-human IgG

monolayer system (n = 168, upper group, colored in black). The linear fit is shown in line 3 which is colored
in green. A corner (Fn = 2.5 nN) is observed which separates the data into two groups, of which the linear

fits are shown in line 1 (colored in blue) and line 2 (colored in red), respectively. The slope values of lines
1, 2, and 3 were calculated to be 95.97 ± 3.39 (R = 0.9356), 19.91 ± 18.71 (R = 0.1474) and 74.33 ± 2.77

(R = 0.9013), respectively. In addition, the relationship between antigen-functionalized tip and bare gold

surface is presented in line 4 (lower group, colored in magenta), of which the slope was counted to be

24.45 ± 0.69

scattering. Moreover, to better interpret the relationship between the friction force and the

applied normal force for the antibody monolayer, data for the gold surface are also presented

in Fig. 3 (square dots). The slope of the linear fit was calculated to be 24.45 ± 0.69 (line

4), which is significantly lower than that of the antigen–antibody system, indicating that

the antibody monolayer has a rougher surface and that the frictional force is larger in the

presence of antigen.

In addition, at a given Fn, the frictional behavior of these three different systems were

also investigated. The different friction force distributions of the bare tip/antibody system,

the blocking experiment, and the antigen/antibody system were determined and represented

by black, red, and blue bars in Fig. 4, respectively. In particular, the friction force of

the bare tip/antibody system was determined to be lower than 50 pN (Fig. 4, black bar),

which was used as a reference. However, the friction force between antigen and antibody

was calculated to be 200–250 pN (Fig. 4, blue bar), which is slightly higher than that of

concanavalin A/carboxypeptidase Y system [19], but significantly lower than that of the

thiol–thiol system [36]. The value of Ff may be influenced by several factors: (1) chain

length (the longer the chains, the greater the cohesive interactions between chains, longer

chains of thiols, stabilized by Van der Waals (vdW) attractions form more compact and

rigid layers [34]); (2) sliding velocity [37]; (3) temperature, (the influence of temperature

on nanotribology is not well understood yet [38]); (4) Fn; and (5) interfacial surface energy

[14].

Moreover, the friction force of the blocking experiment was determined to be 50–

150 pN (Fig. 4, blue bar); this value was expected because the modified tip used in the

blocking experiment has a rougher surface and larger real contact area than that of the bare

tip, thus giving rise to a moderate-to-large friction force. The experimental value of 50–
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Fig. 4 Histogram of distributions of all measured friction forces. The friction forces measured when there

were no interactions (between the bare tip and the antibody monolayer), only non-specific interactions (the

blocking experiment), and specific interactions (between the antigen functionalized tip and the antibody

monolayer), were represented by black, red, and blue bars, respectively. The typical friction forces of the

bare tip/antibody system, the blocking experiment, and the antigen/antibody system were calculated to be

0–50 pN, 50–150 pN, and 200–250 pN, respectively. The solid lines are theoretical Gaussian fits

150 pN is in agreement with the theoretical prediction, which is higher than that of the

bare tip/antibody system but lower than that of the blocking experiment. The comparison

of friction forces among these systems implies there may be specific interactions for the

antigen/antibody system, no specific interactions for the bare tip/antibody system, and non-

specific interactions existing when the antigen-binding sites were blocked. Taken together,

it is difficult to define the frictional behavior of PPIs at nanoscale, in such a case study.

Despite this, the friction force measurements still allow to qualitatively demonstrate the

specific interactions between antibody and antigen.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we used FFM-recorded friction force images and friction forces to investigate

interactions between monolayers of rat anti-human IgG (antibody) and human IgG (anti-

gen). The monolayer of rat anti-human IgG or human IgG was covalently immobilized on

thiols modified with either gold substrate or an AFM cantilever tip surface, respectively,

using the SAM method. The FFM-recorded friction force images displayed distinct nanos-

tructures when the antibody monolayer was scanned by tips of different surface chemistry,

demonstrating the ability of FFM to sense specific interactions between antigen and

antibody. More importantly, the friction force quantified by FFM also characterized clear

differences of interactions between different preparations of the antigen and the antibody

monolayers, resulting in an average friction force of 200–250 pN between the antibody

monolayer and the antigen-covered tip, 50–150 pN between the antibody monolayer and

blocked antigen-covered tip, and 0–50 pN between the antibody monolayer and the bare

tip. The large friction force detected between the antigen and the antibody monolayer

confirmed the specific interactions between the antigen and the antibody. Altogether, these
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results suggest that FFM technique is suitable and reliable for studying specific interactions

between biological molecules such as antigens and antibodies.
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